
LUXURY TRAVEL

Travelling is a wonderous experience, but just because you might be a long way from home doesn’t mean you 
have to leave comfort - or, indeed, luxury - behind. FC Magazine takes a look at 20 of the world’s most luxurious, 
exclusive and expensive suites, sure to whet the appetite of even the most seasoned of luxury travel buffs.

The world’s most

luxurious 
hotels
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Price: from $75,000 per night

Boasting a dozen sumptuous rooms, marble 

bathrooms and sweeping views of the Swiss Alps and 

Lake Geneva, Hotel President Wilson’s Royal Penthouse 

Suite takes up the entirety of the eighth fl oor, and 

guests have a private butler and chef at their disposal.

Located only minutes from the bustling airport, 

the United Nations Offi ce at Geneva (UNOG) and the 

iconic Jet d’Eau Fountain, the Hotel President Wilson is 

the epitome of the idea of “location, location, location”.

Staff are notoriously tight-lipped when it comes to 

safe-guarding the privacy of their guests and a private 

elevator, which takes guests from the ground fl oor all 

the way to the penthouse without interruption.

The penthouse is also equipped with state-of-the-

art bullet-proof glass in every window, panic buttons 

and armoured doors.

The dining room overlooks the stunning vista 

of the lake and the alps and seats 26 at the exquisite 

mahogany table which is the room’s centerpiece.

The suite also features a private terrace and comes 

equipped with everything from a Steinway grand piano 

to a private gym and a billiards table.

Having played host to heads of state including 

US President Bill Clinton, Soviet President Mikhail 

Gorbachev and UK Prime Minister Tony Blair, and 

business luminaries including Bill Gates and Richard 

Branson, the Royal Penthouse Suite provides a 

sanctuary of opulence rarely matched.

www.hotelpwilson.com/en

1. Royal Penthouse Suite, 
President Wilson Hotel, 
Geneva, Switzerland

BY ALEXANDRA ROACH
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2. Ty Warner Penthouse  
at the Four Seasons,  
New York City

Price: from $40,000 per night

Standing 244 metres above street level, the Four 

Season’s Ty Warner Penthouse sits higher than any other 

hotel suite in New York City, an impressive feat for a city 

famed for its skyscrapers.

With single-paned, floor-to-ceiling windows 

throughout, this sought-after suite offers jaw-dropping 

360-degree views of Manhattan.

The 400-square metre, nine room suite is situated 

on the 52nd floor and comes complete with high 

ceilings worthy of a cathedral and diamond skylights in 

every room.

The 56 square-metre master bedroom features a 

king-size bed hand-crafted in Sweden with a canopy 

made with Thai silk threaded with 22-karat gold. The 

master bathroom – also complete with floor-to-ceiling 

window – has been built using slabs of a rare Chinese 

onyx, with handcrafted rock-crystal sinks and heated 

floors.

The library is well-stocked with hundreds of 

tomes about art and culture, a grand piano and bronze 

chandelier only add to the extraordinary luxury the 

penthouse offers.

For the security- and privacy-conscious, the suite 

also offers a private elevator which runs straight from 

the foyer to the 52nd floor uninterrupted. A 24-hour 

butler, chauffeured Rolls-Royce, art concierge and 

personal trainer come with the suite.

Designed by architects I. M. Pei and Peter Marino, 

the suite took seven years and US$50 million to build 

and was envisioned as opulence brought to life.

www.fourseasons.com/newyork

Price: from $37,000 per night

With breathtaking views of the French Riviera, a 

rooftop Jacuzzi and a 610-square metre wrap-around 

terrace that can comfortably hold 100 people, it is 

perhaps no surprise that a Saudi sheik was so impressed 

he reportedly once asked to rent the Martinez Hotel’s 

Penthouse Suite for a year.

The hotel politely declined, ensuring this 

luxurious two-bedroom apartment is available for the 

discerning traveller.

The 2,400-square metre penthouse boasts king 

size beds in all four bedrooms and floor-to-ceiling 

windows throughout, opening out to views of the 

Mediterranean, Bay of Cannes and Lerins Islands.

Both bathrooms are adorned in marble, including 

the large, luxuriant bathtubs.

A private butler is on call for penthouse guests 24 

hours a day, as is a private luxury limousine. Guests 

are assured maximum privacy as the suite takes up an 

entire floor and is also completely sound-proofed.

The hotel is famed for its beautiful art deco-style 

décor, and the suite features silk curtains, streamlined 

furniture and teak parquet floors throughout.

With the hotel’s prime seaside spot on the famous 

boulevard de La Croisette, it’s no wonder this suite 

is a favourite among the rich and famous, including 

the celebrities who travel to Cannes each year for the 

world-renowned Cannes Film Festival.

www.cannesmartinez.grand.hyatt.com/en

3. Penthouse Suite,  
Grand Hyatt Martinez Hotel, Cannes
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5. The Royal Penthouse, 
Corinthia Hotel, London

Price: from $30,000 per night

It’s hard to beat the panoramic view of London 

offered by the private rooftop terrace of the Corinthia 

Hotel’s Royal Penthouse: the London Eye, Big Ben, the 

Thames and St Paul’s are all seemingly close enough 

to touch.

The suite covers almost 500-square metres and 

two entire floors, which are joined by a private elevator, 

and features four bedrooms.

While each bedroom has its own resplendent 

honey onyx and Skyros marble ensuite, the master 

bedroom has its own spa suite complete with spa 

treatment table so the hotel’s day spa staff can provide 

treatments without guests having to leave their 

penthouse. The master bathroom also features an 

internal fireplace, alongside a freestanding 2.2 metre-

long stone bathtub.

A walk-in wine cellar fully stocked with the best 

wines and champagnes is another feature of the suite, 

which also offers a private chef and butler around the 

clock to guests.

The suite also features a hidden den, a sweeping 

circular staircase, and large fireplaces in the study, 

lounge and dining rooms. Antique, hand-made velvet 

and silk furnishings also populate the suite.

The main dining room, which features a polished, 

oval Makassar ebony table, comfortably seats ten guests 

and the suite also boats a curated art collection and a 

large internal library.

www.corinthia.com/hotels/london

4. Hilltop Residence, 
Laucala Island, Fiji

Price: from $35,000 per night

With an air-exclusion zone established purely to 

keep the paparazzi from bothering the movie stars and 

other celebrities who frequent its sun-kissed shores, 

it’s easy to see why Fiji’s Laucala Island has become the 

ultimate fantasy island getaway for the rich and famous.

Sitting 150 metres above sea level, the Hilltop - 

otherwise known as “Delana” –villas offer a panoramic 

view of the ocean, the resort and the lush landscape of 

the island that is second to none.

A mini-resort in itself, Delana comprises of 

a spacious main residence and two smaller guest 

residences, comfortably sleeping six adults, with all 

bedrooms featuring king size beds. Guests also have 

a private chauffeur, chef and nanny at their disposal 

around the clock, so they need not lift a finger during 

their stay.

The three residences of Delana also come 

complete with their own private pools, yoga decks and 

floor-to-ceiling windows, showcasing the beauty the 

island offers.

All three Delana villas offer spacious outdoor 

dining pavilions, with guests treated to alfresco dining 

– with all meals cooked by a private chef – to be 

enjoyed under the stars.

Each villa is separate, ensuring complete privacy, 

and all are equipped with hot tubs, thatch-roofed libraries 

and a private golf buggy to drive around the island.

www.laucala.com

6. Villa La Cupola, 
Westin Excelsior, Rome

Price: from $30,000 a night

The largest hotel suite in Italy and one of the 

largest in Europe, the Villa La Cupola takes up the 

entirety of the fifth and sixth floors of Rome’s Westin 

Excelsior, which is right in the heart of the city’s 

famed Via Veneto district.

With mosaic floors, frescoed ceilings and stained-

glass windows throughout, the 1,100-square metre 

suite features a private rooftop spa, pool and terrace. 

The hotel’s iconic domed roof, which is almost 12 

metres tall, forms part of the ceiling of the main living 

room. A private study, the walls of which are lined 

entirely with Italian oak wall panels, is also near the 

dome and offers guests a stunning view of Rome while 

they work.

A chandelier made entirely from Murano blown 

glass and an antique dining table decorated with a 

stunning mosaic dominate the main dining room.

The suite also features a private kitchen, wine 

cellar with a fine selection of vintage champagne and 

wines, and cinema with state of the art audio-visual 

technology on hand.

A gym, sauna and steam bath can be found 

on the top floor, which can be reached via private 

elevator or via the suite’s marble staircase. A private 

terrace also wraps around the outside of the suite, 

where the suite’s private staff will attend to your 

every whim.

www.westinrome.com/en
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8. Royal Towers Bridge 
Suite, The Atlantis 
Resort, Bahamas

Price: from $22,000 per night

The 700 islands, islets and cays which make up the 

Bahamas are the stuff of most people’s fantasies of a 

tropical paradise: sun, sand, surf, all year round.

The island nation has long been a popular 

destination for sun-seekers and luxury travellers alike, 

but for true opulent comfort, the aptly-named Atlantis 

Resort is a must.

The Royal Towers Bridge Suite - which has 

previously hosted notables including billionaire talk 

show magnate Oprah Winfrey, legendary athlete 

Michael Jordan and late singer Michael Jackson - is 

lavish in its glamour.

The Bridge Suite’s ten rooms are truly grand in 

their spaciousness, complete with 12-foot high ceilings 

and floor-to-ceiling windows.

The suite’s two bedrooms have luxurious ensuites 

(in fact, the master has not one, but two, ensuite 

bathrooms, both with a whirlpool bathtub).

The large dining room has a 22-karat gold 

chandelier as its centrepiece, sure to impress even 

the most well-travelled luxury traveller, and gold is 

certainly a common theme in the suite’s decor, from 

the gilt mirrors to cushions complete with golden trims.

The suite, which comes with a permanent staff 

of seven including a butler and chef, offers a truly 

breathtaking view of the ocean and its surrounds that 

only a suite 16 stories high can.

www.atlantis.com

7. Royal Suite, Burj Al 
Arab, Dubai, United Arab 
Emirates (UAE)

Price: from $25,000 per night

Soaring 321 metres above the ground, the unique 

sail-shaped Burj Al Arab hotel certainly symbolises 

modern Dubai.

The hotel’s most opulent rooms, the Royal Suite, 

offer stunning panoramic views of the ocean and ever-

evolving Dubai skyline and bring new meaning to the 

term ‘privacy’ with everything from a private staff to an 

in-suite cinema on offer.

The two-storey suite has a private elevator which 

ferries guests from the ground floor to the suite on the 

25th and 26th floors, and also between the suite’s two 

levels.

The suite covers almost 800-square metres and 

contains two bedrooms with king size beds able to be 

customized to suit guests’ preferences and the offer 

of 17 different types of pillows, as well as luxurious 

Egyptian cotton linen and an ultra-deluxe super 

king bed personalised to suit your specific posture 

preferences. Both bedrooms have private, full-size 

ensuites with large Jacuzzis.

A grand marble staircase joined the two floors, and 

both have guests bathrooms and large living and dining 

areas, the latter of which can comfortably sit a dozen or 

more people for a formal sit-down dinner.

Dedicated butlers and chefs are on-call 24 hours 

a day, as are chauffeur-driven Rolls Royce vehicles and 

even a helicopter (although the latter does cost extra on 

top of the cost of the room).

www.jumeirah.com

9. Maharajah’s Pavilion,  
Raj Palace, Jaipur, India

Price: from $20,000 per night

When it comes to a luxury hotel, it is hard to top 

the opulence offered by a 300-year-old palace built 

by a maharajah.

Built in the 1700s by the royal family of 

Jaipur, who still own the palace, the Raj Palace 

was completely restored and renovated in 1995, 

offering guests the rare opportunity to mix old-

world elegance with all the very best of 21st century 

conveniences.

The jewel in the hotel’s crown is surely the 

Maharajah’s Pavilion suite, which measures almost 

5,000 square meters and takes up four storeys.

The four-bedroom suite, which also contains 

a private elevator which connects all four floors, 

features a truly unique addition: an in-suite museum, 

with the stunning throne of the maharajah, or Thakur 

Sahib, as its centerpiece.

The suite has marble floors, chandeliers and 

antique gold and silver furniture throughout, 

including in the master bedroom, which once 

belonged to the maharajah himself and has gold-leaf 

painted walls.

The suite has a gorgeous view of the palace’s 

lush Persian-style gardens, including from all 

bedrooms and the extensive library and spacious 

dining room and kitchen take up much of the third 

floor.

The suite also has a private rooftop terrace, with 

a large pool, spa and large outdoor lounge area with 

a bar. A private chef, butler and chauffer are also at 

your disposal around the clock.

www.rajpalace.com
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Price: from $15,500 per night

Known as the largest hotel suite in the entirety of 

Hong Kong, the Presidential Suite boasts spectacular 

views of Victoria Harbour and a wrap-around terrace 

offering panoramic views. An infinity pool and jacuzzi 

have pride of place on the private rooftop terrace, 

allowing guests to soak up the view by sunlight or 

starlight alike with room for up to 60 guests.

Every room offers floor-to-ceiling windows, 

providing guests with an unobstructed view of the 

harbour, city skyline and Hong Kong islands, with the 

master bedroom, master bathroom, private gym and 

dining room offering the best views.

Built for a total cost of US$2.5 million and 

completed in 2006, the money is evident in the luxury 

presented throughout the suite.

With five bedrooms and enough room left over to 

fit 36 guests comfortably for a sit-down dinner in the 

opulent dining room, the 650-square metre suite is 

more than befitting of a President or a luxury traveller 

alike.

Alongside the bedrooms, the suite also offers a 

full-size study, kitchen and living room.

A private butler is available to guests around the 

clock, as is a chauffeur service to the airport complete 

with a luxury car of your choice: Rolls-Royce, Bentley or 

Mercedes limousine.

www.hongkong-ic.intercontinental.com

10. Presidential Suite, InterContinental Hong Kong, China

12. La Mirador Suite,  
Le Mirador Kempinski,  
Lake Geneva, Switzerland

Price: from $8500 a night

With the stunning Lake Geneva and Swiss Alps 

as neighbours, this plush hotel is nestled in a perfect 

slice of European paradise which appears to have been 

pulled straight out of a fairytale.

A favourite of celebrities and diplomats alike, 

this suite offers breathtaking views of the hotel’s 

aforementioned “neighbours”, and guests are able to 

enjoy the panorama offered by the towering mountains 

and crystal-clear waters from a private terrace which 

faces the Alps themselves.

This light-filled suite is modern and full of light; 

vibrant artworks offer a splash of bright colour and 

comfortable, contemporary furnishings make the suite 

feel just like home (if one’s home were a luxury hotel 

suite).

After all, the hotel did not honour this suite with 

the name of the hotel for nothing: it is an exercise in 

luxury, yet it doesn’t break the bank.

Available in a two- and three-bedroom 

configuration, La Mirador offers the perfect space for 

a trip of leisure or business, whether by yourself, with 

your partner or family, or with colleagues.

And it’s not just the suite that is a selling point; 

the hotel is the age-old concept of “location, location, 

location!” brought spectacularly to life.

The hotel is in the town of Mont Pèlerin, perched on the 

foothills between Lausanne and Montreux, neighbouring 

Chardonne vineyards and Lake Geneva’s shore. Despite 

its stunning countryside setting, the hotel is easily 

accessible by train from Geneva and Lausanne and Bern 

train station, or by cable car from Vevey.

www.kempinski.com/en/montreux/mirador-hotel

11. Peninsula Suite,  
The Peninsula Hotel,  
Hong Kong, China

Price: from $10,000 per night

For the privacy-conscious traveller, few hotel 

suites can match the security offered by the beautiful 

Peninsula Suite at Hong Kong’s Peninsula Hotel: both 

MI5 and the CIA were reportedly consulted when 

the suite was being designed to guarantee guests – 

which regularly include heads of state, diplomats and 

celebrities – maximum security.

Located on this grand hotel’s 26th floor, the suite 

is perfectly situated near the building’s helipad for 

a quick escape route if required. For an extra fee, 

guests can also arrive at and depart from the hotel via 

helicopter using said helipad.

The hotel declines to reveal any of the other 

security measures the CIA and MI5 recommended, 

or indeed if they were implemented. But guests can 

be assured both their safety and the meeting of their 

every whim will be assured during their stay in this 

luxurious suite.

With around-the-clock access to a Rolls Royce, 

concierge and a private butler, guests needn’t lift 

a finger during their stay. With floor-to-ceiling 

windows in every room and a private wrap-around 

terrace, breathtaking views of Victoria Harbour are 

visible throughout the suite.

The suite has seven bedrooms and the generous 

use of marble and limestone – alongside tall, sweeping 

ceilings – sees the suite to be flooded with natural 

light, giving the suite a modern, relaxing, airy feel. 

The suite also features a state-of-the-art gym, a ten-seat 

dining room and a private cinema, making entertaining 

guests of your own a breeze during your stay.

www.hongkong.peninsula.com/en
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13. Khaleej Deluxe Suite, 
Emirates Palace, Abu Dhabi, 
United Arab Emirates 

Price: from $7,650 per night

Overlooking the sea, the suite offers a stunning 

view of both the ocean and the 1.3 kilometres of 

private beach which is reserved exclusively for the use 

of guests of the hotel. Indeed, from both your rooms 

and from the wide, spacious balcony, guests can 

enjoy a magnificent 180-degree panoramic view of the 

turquoise waters and white sands.

A jacuzzi large enough for several people to 

comfortably relax in and a dining room with stunning 

views and enough space for more than a dozen people 

ensures the suite is perfect for entertaining, no matter 

the occasion.

The bedroom, which also features an ocean view, 

has a plush king sized bed as a main feature, which 

is bookended with two stunning Doric columns, and 

every room – including the bathroom, which is both 

luxurious and the size of a small apartment by itself – 

features a state-of-the-art, 61-inch flatscreen TV.
www.kempinski.com/en/abudhabi/emirates-palace

15. The Davies & Brook 
Penthouses, Claridge’s,  
London, UK

Price: from $7,500 per night

The twin penthouse suites of London’s prestigious 

Claridge’s Hotel are certainly an impressive sight 

to behold: taking up the top floor of the hotel, the 

windows and terraces of both suites tower above 

London’s rooftops, offering a spectacular view of one 

of the world’s most famous skylines.

The Davies Penthouse is decorated in 19th 

century style, with marble fixtures and large fireplaces 

throughout. The spacious lounge room also features a 

high, sweeping ceiling and sunflower-yellow walls sure 

to make even the most jet-lagged traveller feel cheerful. 

Floor-to-ceiling windows and French doors open out to 

the terrace, and a cosy bar area is the perfect place to 

entertain guests.

The Brook Penthouse, with its art deco theme 

throughout and original 1930s fixtures, is certainly 

visually stunning. It also has its own cloakroom, 

cocktail bar and light oak floors, as well as a terrace and 

floor-to-ceiling windows.
www.claridges.co.uk

14. Sky Villa 12, Aria Resort 
& Casino, Las Vegas, USA

Price: up to US$7,500 per night

Complete with a golden staircase – which curves 

in a elegant arc from the ground to second floor of this 

opulent duplex – as a centerpiece, and 11-metre high 

ceilings, this suite has played host to many luminaries, 

from Middle Eastern royalty to Chinese billionaires and 

movie stars.

With two full-time butlers taking care of the suite’s 

guests around the clock, you needn’t lift a finger during 

your stay: they’ll take care of everything from ensuring 

your bags arrive safely and are unpacked, to making 

sure the beautiful billiards table is ready for a game of 

pool, billiards or snooker.

The term “Sky Villa” is not an exaggeration: the 

suite towers above Las Vegas, the lively metropolis 

fondly known as “Sin City”. Every room has floor-to-

ceiling windows from which guests can admire stunning 

panoramic views of Las Vegas from high above.
www.ariaskysuites.com

16. Penthouse Suite, Regent 
Beverly Wilshire Hotel,  
Los Angeles, USA

Price: from US$7,500 per night

The 5,000-square foot, three-bedroom Penthouse 

Suite at the famous Regent Beverly Wilshire Hotel offers 

an opulent pocket of luxury 14 floors above the streets 

of Los Angeles. A private wrap-around balcony grants 

guests a spectacular 360-degree perspective, a true 

panoramic view of the City of Angels and Beverly Hills 

unlike any other.

Floor-to-ceiling windows provide remarkable 

views of a city which never sleeps from throughout the 

suite. 

The primary filming location for the 1990 

blockbuster Pretty Woman, this hotel’s history is 

intricately linked to the history of Hollywood. Stars 

including Warren Beatty, Elvis Presley and John Lennon 

have liked this hotel so much they spent months, or 

even years, living there full-time.

The hotel is also well located for those wanting 

to get the best out of their stay in Los Angeles: situated 

at the intersection of Wilshire Boulevard, home to the 

Miracle Mile, and Rodeo Drive, arguably the world’s 

most famous shopping strip.
www.fourseasons.com/beverlywilshire
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17. Belle Etoile Suite, 
Hotel Meurice,  
Paris, France

Price: approx. $7,300 per night

One of the most expensive hotel suites in Paris, the 

Belle Etoile Suite at the Hotel Meurice is certainly worth 

its expensive nightly fee: the private, 250 square-metre 

terrace alone is worth it, with its 360-degree view of 

Paris’ famous skyline, including the Eiffel Tower, the Arc 

de Triomphe and Notre Dame.

The suite opens with an exquisite marble entry 

hall, and all rooms are decorated in a 19th century 

style, with chandeliers, intricate murals, heavy drapery 

and gilt-edged wooden paneling.

The suite – including  four bedrooms, dining 

room, and bathrooms bedecked in marble – is spread 

across two floors and 370-square metres.

The master bathroom features the same floor-

to-ceiling windows as throughout the suite, allowing 

guests to lounge in the spacious Jacuzzi and admire 

panoramic views of Paris, including landmarks like the 

Sacré Coeur and the Musée d’Orsay.
www.dorchestercollection.com/en/paris/le-meurice

19. Villa, Singita Sasakwa 

Lodge, Grumeti Reserves, 

Tanzania

Price: US$5,500-$7,500 per night

For travellers who seek the height of comfort as 

well as the adventure of a lifetime, the Singita Sasakwa 

Lodge’s luxury four-bedroom villa is a perfect fit: where 

the unforgettable experience of a safari through the 

wilderness of Africa meets five-star opulence.

Staff take guests on safari twice a day at the Lodge, 

which is positioned in the centre of Tanzania’s Grumeti 

Reserves. Here, the Serengeti is literally on your 

doorstep, offering a bird’s eye view of one of the world’s 

most brilliant natural spectacles: the migrations of vast 

herds of zebras and wildebeest.

Horse riding, tennis and mountain biking are also 

available for guests, allowing them the option of an 

adventurous outdoor holiday full of activity or a relaxing 

indoor getaway full of pampering (or, of course, a mix of 

both), depending upon their mood.
www.singita.com/sasakwa-lodge/

18. Vezir and Vali Suites, 
The Ciragan Palace Hotel, 
Istanbul, Turkey

Price: from $6,700 a night

Located on the top floor of the historic Çirağan 

Palace Hotel in Istanbul, these twin suites offer 

magnificent, panoramic views of Istanbul and the 

Bosporus and its stunning peninsula.

The hotel itself began life as a palace for the sultans 

of the Ottoman Empire, and has had many incarnations 

since its initial construction in the 16th century. 

Extensively renovated in 1991, the hotel mixes the 

ancient world with the 21st century.

Marble, mother-of-pearl and gold is used 

throughout the suite, as are the finest silks, velvets and 

other textiles. Fine chandeliers hang from high ceilings 

while even the luxuriantly comfortable furniture is gilt-

edged, with beautiful mosaic-tiled and richly-carpeted 

floors completing the picture.
www.kempinski.com/en/istanbul

20. Royal Suite, Hotel 
Imperial, Vienna, Austria

Price: from $4,500 a night

If a regal colour scheme of gold, navy blue and 

white appeals to you, the Royal Suite at Vienna’s Hotel 

Imperial is sure to suit your tastes, as this opulent 

apartment and its furnishings are drenched in these 

stunning shades throughout.

Enormous chandeliers cast their light from 

impressive seven metre-high ceilings and a private 

butler service is available to guests around the clock.

Indeed, it was once home to royalty; the Imperial 

Hotel was built in 1863 as a palace for the Duke of 

Württemberg and is now protected by heritage laws.

Luminaries past and present – from Elizabeth 

Taylor and Richard Burton to their modern-day “it 

couple” equivalents Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie, to 

politicians and rock stars – have graced this three-

bedroom suite with their star power.
www.imperialvienna.com/en
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